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Change Up (Homeruns Book 5)

Kevin Green has always been the life of the party. Heâ€™s the one everyone turns to for a bit of
comic relief. With so many of his teammates coming out of the closet and living healthy lives, itâ€™s
getting harder for him to keep the secret only one other person knows: that heâ€™s not as straight
as everyone assumes when they see him out with his hot girlfriend. Now, the faÃ§ade is cracking as
Amber decides itâ€™s time to follow her dreams, but she doesnâ€™t want to leave until she knows
Kevin will embrace the side of him heâ€™s hidden from everyone but her. Clint Davies isnâ€™t sure
what to think of his new road roommate assignment. Kevin runs hot and cold toward him and has
zero sense of boundaries. He doesnâ€™t think before he speaks, and worse, before he acts. What
starts as one night of throwing caution to the wind is instantly complicated in ways Clint isnâ€™t
prepared to deal with. Heâ€™s never seriously considered a relationship at all, much less an open
arrangement with a teammate. Having a little fun is one thing, but will Kevin and Clint strike out
when things start getting serious?
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I agree with some of the other reviewers here, there are errors that I thought was just me being so

uninterested that I wasn't keeping up. At one point they were going to talk and get things straight
between them. The next scene they are waking up, having fallen asleep. There were many scenes
like this, jumping around, time lapses conversationso with other characters where you think "really?
They've spent all this time together and they still haven't talked about this?" I always liked Kevin in
the previous books because of his off comments and lack of social graces. I was hoping he would
catch a good guy, but I just couldn't feel anything for Clint. I thought he was just an a$$. I also feel
the book could have been done up in a lot fewer pages, if not for rehashing their relationship with
everyone under the sun except each other. This is my least favorite of the series. Books 1 and 2 are
far better imho.

Change Up is the fifth book in the Homeruns series by Sloan Johnson. I have read them all and
really love them! Each book is about a different couple, but they all intersect which is one of the
things I love about this series. We've met Kevin and Clint before and I was a little surprised to see
this was about them. We thought Kevin was straight considering he has a live in girlfriend and pretty
much talks about being straight. Maybe that should have been my cue! Clint is gay and mostly out.
He doesnâ€™t flaunt it, but his family and close teammates know. When they are assigned as
roommates things get a little uncomfortable. Clint is attracted to Kevin but thinks he's straight. Kevin
is attracted to Clint, but doesn't know if he's straight or not! One night changes everything but just
when you think things are going to go well, Clint freaks out about Kevin and his girlfriend, even
though it's not what everyone thinks. He swears he doesn't do commitment and only wants sex but
he can't hide his true feelings. Kevin wants more. Much more, but he has to be careful not to ruin
what they have. He has a tendency to run his mouth without thinking. Can these two get out of their
own ways and admit to themselves what everyone else already knows? I love this couple. They are
so funny and hot and sexy! And a little stupid at times, but I still love them. There is a good amount
of baseball in this story and that was awesome! I loved seeing all the guys again! I miss them!Blow
jobs are like pizza; even the bad ones were pretty awesome."I have nothing to worry about, other
than the fact that my boyfriend is all moony about a boy.""He's not a boy."

Found the narrative sections difficult to keep straight who was talking----Kevin or Clint. Seemed like
quite a bit of wishful thinking on the authors part regarding the number of gay players in major
league baseball. Some unusual characters like Kevin's girlfriend Amber. Again this kind of under
standing of Kevin's desires by the girlfriend seemed more like wishful thinking rather than any reality
that I am aware of.

This is the 5th book in the Homeruns series, and we pretty much have 1/2 the Mavericks baseball
team coming out as gay. (Okay, not half, but a LOT.) It just seems so unrealistic, but I don't care. I
really have grown to like all these guys from the first one (Sean and Mason) to this recent addition of
loud-mouthed no filter Kevin with Clint. We don't know Clint very well but we do know Kevin from the
last book starring the pitcher named Nick. (If you read these books you'll be able to keep them all
straight.) It's pretty fun to see Kevin a little more clearly.I honestly don't know how to explain it,
there's nothing outstanding or fabulous about these guys or this story. I just LIKED IT SO DARN
MUCH. These guys are...solid. Clint is solid and authentic; he will not be cowed into hiding who he
is. He's not flashy about it, he just doesn't lie. Kevin has no filter and blurts things out. But even
though he seems brash and even crass, he's really a kind hearted sweetheart. One of the most
emotional moments from the book is when Kevin decides he can't abide with Clint is saying and
how Clint is making him feel and Kevin slips away in the most unexpected manner. He later
expresses that he's sorry for the WAY he left, but not the fact that he left. One other moment was
when Kevin went to Eric's house and Eric reflects on relationships that fail. Though Eric is super
happy these days, we know he was referring to the time he spent with Sean. It's interesting that an
author can show us how happy these men are but still make us feel a twinge over what didn't go
right in their past.Smoking hot sex and some angst that comes from the guys not being honest in
their communication with each other. (They think they can read each others' minds.)I was happy
when this became available and I will be eager to read the next one when it comes out.

This is the 5th story in the Homeruns series and I have loved these books and these
characters...but that being said...this one fell short for me. There were a few errors in the book that I
feel should have been caught during editing or with a good beta reader. Multiple areas where Kevin
was talking about himself when it was supposed to be Clint. I also felt like there was a lot of talking
about their relationship with other people but fell short on the feels and intimacy I like to see
between the two main characters. Every scene seemed to rush to get to the sex and I get that was
where the characters were at with their relationship, but I never feel like that got resolved. I enjoyed
the Epilogue don't get me wrong I will definitely still read the next story, just was a little saddened
that this one didn't live up to my expectations.
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